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ABSTRACT

Extended supersymmetry, Kaluza-Klein theory and family unification all

suggest the existence of mirror fermions, with same quantum numbers tut opposite

helicities from ordinary fermions. The laboratory and especially cosmological

implications of such particles are reviewed and summarized.
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I. INTRODUCTTON

One of the most striking features of the standard electroweak model is

its left-right asyrcrnetry in the fermionic spectrum f. Equally important is the

repetitive family structure; Tooth facts "being just simply postulated ad hoc. Could

it be that these phenomena have one and the Same origin? This is the possibility

I vould like to discuss in my talk. Most of what will be presented here is based

on the recent work in collaboration vith Wilezek and Zee ; similar work has been
2)

simultaneously carried out "by Bagger and Dimopoulos .

The problem of family repetition persists in single grand unified theories,

such as SU(5) and SO(lQ). In these theories families are xeroxed at free will,

without any handle on their number. Furthermore, the fact that fermions have only

left-handed weak interactions is taken for granted. It should "be mentioned that

SO(10) is the minimal one family unification theory, since all the fermions i n o n e

family form an irreducible 1̂6. dimensional spinorial representation.

This immediately suggests larger orthogonal groups S0(l0 + 2n) as ideal.

candidates for family unification , Even more important, spinorial representations

possess a unique property: their decomposition on smaller subgroups contains only

spinorial representations and nothing else. For example, 2 dimensional

irreducible spinorial representation of S0(l0 + 2n) contains 2 l6_ dimensional

representations, of S0(10) and 2 n~ l6's of S0(l0). This leads to the

vector-like low energy world: for every ordinary family f there is an opposite

helicity mirror family F!

Remarkably enough, completely Independent theoretical Ideas, such as

extended supersjijimetry (N>l) ana Kaluza-Klein higher dimensional theories of

gravity require the existence of mirror fermions, too. Why have we not seen

such particles yet? Why are they so weakly mixed with ordinary fermions? Are

mirror fermions cosmologically stable or not? What about the increase in neutrino

species that their existence leads to? These and similar questions must be answered

before one has a consistent theory of mirror fermions.

To appreciate the problem, notice that the very existence of ordinary

fermions in such theories appears to be a miracle. Namely, the mixing mass term

m = MfF is an SU(2) x U(l) x 811(3)^ singlet and, according to the commonly

accepted survival principle , M should escape to the Planck mass or at least the

unification scale. This means that ordinary and mirror fermions should pair off

to disappear from the low energy world, so why do they not? Now, the survival

principle sounds a lot like social Darwinism and I, for one, believe that the world

may be much milder than such ideas suggest. The purpose of my talk is to demonstrate

not only that fermions have natural ways to survive do™ to low energies, but also

to try to convince you that the existence of mirror fermions h£u> 1-ythL-r interesting,

soon to be tested, laboratory and cosmoloyiciil implications. In vicv of the nature

of this conference, T will devote a substantial portion of my tine to the

cosmologica"! issues.

As far as I knov, the only natural way to forbid the bare mixing mass term

requires larger orthogonal groups S0(l0 + 2n). I start then, in the next section,

by reviewing the ba^ic properties of such theories and by presenting a realistic

candidate for family unification "based on S0(l8). Tn section III, we shall study

the general low energy properties of mirror fermions, especially those of

cosmological relevance. The paper ends with a brief summary in section IV.

II. FAMILY UNIFICATION AND MIRROR FERMIONS

As I stressed in the Introduction, S0(l0) is a perfect one family unified

theory. Each family forms an irreducible 16 dimensional spinorial representation;

anomalies are automatically cancelled.

Imagine a Clifford algebra

^ J = 2 ^
You can ea.si ly convince your.1;el r t ha t

Tj ^ L ^ i; ]

(2.1)

( 2 . 2 )

satisfy the usual commuteIion relations of G0(2N). Furthermore, Yp-rVil.
 = Y-i

N-l
commutes with all the generators and the 2 dimensional representation of (2.2)

is characterized by a helicity: LEFT(RIGHT) = 1/2 (l + Y F Iy E)-
 T t l s useful to

use a basis in which E. ; 2T. . are diagonal operators; with eigenvalues

e. = ± 1. Therefore, each physical state can be characterized by the eigenvalues

of

with £. = +1 or E. = - 1 . In this notation Y. T T O = ]1 l FIVE l B l

( 2 .3 )

l

As I mentioned before, the l6 dimensional representation of S0(10) with
5
i! E . - 1 contains a usual left-handed family.

1

SO(1O + 2n)

The Irreducible representation is 2 " = 16 i 2° dimensional. Choose

5+n 5+n 5+n
n e. = 1. Then, either H e, = 1 and H e, •» 1 or II £. =-1 and H e.--l.

K.—_L A.— U J\w± Ci.~\J
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In the first case we are dealing with ordinary families, i.e. l6's of SO(lQ),

whereas in the latter case the helicities are switched - ve get mirror families

(lfT's). In short, the theory contains 2 n~ standard families ana 2 mirror

families.

The characteristics of the theory depend dramatically on whether n 1E

even or odd. Namely, for n « 2k+l the representation is veetorlike (allows

bare mixing mass term); for n = 2k the theory is chiral (no mixing mass terms).

For n = 2k, gauge symmetry

i 'I (d + i'6^'\

in. PHENOMENOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY OF MIRROR FERMIONS

becomes a discrete symmetry on families and mirror families

P -ife P c _. ^ c
(2.5)

Chirality of the theory is reflected in mirror symmetry being a gauge symmetry.

Although we could make n = 2k+l theories work by adding extra symmetries, we

stick here to physically more natural n = 2fc theories.

Here n = 2; leading to 2f + 2F. This group is too small.

Here n = 1», so that we would get 8f + 8F. This is the minimal natural

unified theory of families. As opposed to 80(1*0, it appears too big. If all

fermiong are light, it is not an asymptotically free theory. Actually, asymptotic

freedom allows at roost h families and k mirror families. We must "kill" some

families and mirror families, by pairing them off and decoupling them from low

energies. Obviously,, this requires breaking U,, at high energies, with the

remnant of it staying unbroken down to H^. If ve stay in 5O(l8), it turns out

that we always end up with either ht + 4F or 6f + 6F.

It turns out, however, that with the inclusion of Peceei-Quinn symmetry

we can end up with precisely three families and three mirror families. I do not

have time to discuss our work here , so let me Just summarize the main results

(i) three are five light neutrinos

(ii) the mirror symmetry gets broken at M^, vith the lovest dimension

breaking term being d = 5

The main message from the previous section, if for whatever reason you

did not go through it, is that we can naturally keep both ordinary and mirror

fermions light. This was absolutely necessary in order to live in the world

with observed fermions. We still must answer the questions posed in the

Introduction.

(l) Mixings and masses

(a) Since P's get their mass at the SU(2) x U(l) level, we expect

HL, < 1 TeV. If you further believe in unification, we must have m_, £ 250 GeV

to prevent Yukawa couplings from blowing up. We must see mirror fermions at the

supercollider i

(b) Why is < m T Could it be that separate Higgs- doublets give them

t h e i r masses, with <+p
1j'<i!>f>? But then , why i s > <*f>? Bagger and Dimopoulos

suggest that ordinary fermions get their masses radiatively, hence m « m̂ ,.

(c) On the other hand, mirror fermions are naturally weakly coupled to

ordinary fermions. Hamely, there is no_ d = h renormalizable interaction of

the type fF$, where $ is a SU(2)xU(lJ Higgs doublet. To generate mixings,

one needs d = 5 effective interaction in {2.6) (two doublets are needed to

construct SU(2) x U(l) singlet), implying a mixing

e,F* £ - i < r
3 C3.D

The way to produce mirror fermions is to get them in pairs (FF) in say e e

or pp.

(2) CosmoloKical stability

Although practically stable for laboratory purposes , mirror fermions

are cosmologically unstable.Actually, charged mirror leptons should be expected
2) —

to decay very fast : K + e N D \ir . Expected lifetime

c (3.2)

Heutral mirror leptons and mirror baryons are, on the other hand, long lived.

From (.2.6) one gets possible Q •* <3/jq decay through the small mixing In (3-1).

We estimate

where and ^ a r e SU(2) doublets.
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'a

^a -too 6eV (3.3)

This explains why ve see no mirror. Ijftrygns; they have all decayed long ago.

C3] Heutrlnos

Adding mirror neutrinos increases the number o? light neutrino species.

In our S0(l8) model we predict ny = 5. Vhat about the usually quoted

eosmologieaJ. limit from observed helium abundance n <_ hi

Ve could try to aay that some of them, say M_'s, are heavy enough

(m ~ 1-10 MeV), as to decay fast enough: H_ •+ e e~ vT . However, in our case the
9 1?

scale of auperheavy singlet neutrinos Is M_8 » 10 -10 GeV, Implying BL, <_ 10 KeV

(without fine tuning the parameters of the theory). To be honest, the natural

prediction of our theory ia five, effectively stable light neutrinos.

One possibility, as suggested by Bagger and Dimopouloe is to Imagine a

light SU(2) x U{l) Higgs triplet which gives mass to HR's. This leads to various

Interesting phenomenologlcal consequences, all to be tested. I do not find this

alternative very appealing, since It violates the extended survival principle In

the Higgs sector, In my opinion necessary to make predictive sense out of GUTs.

I would rather suggest that we Ignore cosmologlcal limits on n at the

moment. In due time, the precise measurements of the decay width of the 2 boson

will determine precisely n . I suggest you have some patience before you reject

the picture we suggested.

(»] f-F mixing ia naturally smail

(b) l ightest Q ia cosmologically unstable 0 . M see)

Cc) rap * 250 GeV Cin unified theories]

(d) there are more than three neutrinos C5?5

I hope you can l ive Clf uneasily) with the last prediction and wait for

the supercollider to pass the final verdict on the ideas presePted here.

Let us look into mirrors!

The work described here has been done In collaboration with Franlc Wilczek

and Tony Zee. I- wish to thank P&lash Pal for numerous discuss bus and a eweful

reading of the manuscript. JfurthermQre, thanks are due to the ITP, Santa Barbaraf

and International Atomic Energy Agency end OTE9CQ for hospitality at the International

Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste , during various stages of this work.

This work is supported ia part by the U.S. Department of Energy under contract

DE-ASO5-8OER1OT13.

IV. SUMMASY

As I mentioned in the Introduction, various theoretical ideas that you

•Slay like (at least some of them) require the existence of mirror fermions.

Ify aim in this talk was to try to convince you that you should not worry about

this; but rather, take it as a blessing. If, however, I have failed in my task,

I hope, at least, that our arguments which claim the consistency of the mirror

fermion physics, appear convincing. If you find a mechanism which naturally forbids

the large mixed mass terms for ordinary and mirror fermions (or accept what we

suggested here), the rest follows naturally:

- 5 -
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